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Informed consent

● Correlation analysis studies the closeness of the relationship between two or more variables
● It is used to describe the linear relationship between two continuous variables
● For market research, it is a bivariate analysis that measures the strength of association 

between two variables and the direction of the relationship

What is Correlation Analysis?

Which farm animals are more correlly related than others? 



Informed consent

● A positive correlation (+) means that as one variable increases, the other does too.
● A negative correlation (–) means that when one variable increases, the other one decreases.

What is Correlation Analysis?

Example: Farmers who utilize more farming technology (var1) can farm larger field sizes (var2)
 



Informed consentThe Difference between Correlation Analysis and Regression Analysis

Comparison Correlation Analysis Regression Analysis

Definition
Determines co-relationship or association or 
absence of a relationship of two or more 
variables

Predicts the value of the dependent variable based 
on the known value of the independent variable, 
assuming that average mathematical relationship 
between two or more variables

Use Case To represent linear relationship between 
two variables

To fit a best line and estimate one variable on the 
basis of another variable.

Indictates The extent to which two variables move 
together strength-wise

Regression indicates the impact of a unit change in 
the known variable (x) on the estimated variable (y)

Objective To find a numerical value expressing the 
relationship between variables -1, 0, +1

To estimate values of random variable on the basis 
of the values of fixed variable



Informed consentCorrelation Analysis vs Regression Analysis

Example for Correlation Analysis: 

Farmers who utilize more farming 
technology can farm larger field sizes

Example for Regression Analysis: 

Based on what farmers made in years past, 
they can estimate their total earnings for the 
following year 



Points market researchers towards 
better questions to ask

Allows us to identify strong to weaker 

relationships between variables

1
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Can be used for drill down analysis of 

specific segments of respondents3

Strong correlations may be as close 

as market researchers  can get to 

establishing that critical variables 

underly other variables in question

4

Why Correlation 
Analysis?



Correlation does not imply causation 

It does not prove that one variable can 

affect another variable 
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It’s easy to get carried away - 
Correlation analysis is the most 
abused statistical measure

3

Correlation only measures the 
strength of linear relationships and 
does not necessarily imply a 
relationship between the variables
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Pitfalls of Correlation 
Analysis



Informed consent

When you want to determine the possible association between variables

Q: How much of a relationship is there and what is the strength of the relationship?

Measure Correlation Coefficient: A number between −1 and +1 calculated so 
as to represent the linear dependence of two variables or sets of data

When to Use Correlation Analysis

VS.



Informed consent

Check for meaningful or a fluke relationships

Correlation analysis will help with testing the significance of the 
relationship

When to Use Correlation Analysis

Significance testing of correlation analysis should be paired 
with:

● Sample Size - the larger the better
● Weighted or balanced data - based on profile and 

other responses collected
● Number of questions & responses reviewed at the 

same time



Informed consent

Helps to analyze the cause-and-effect relation...if there is one

When to Use Correlation Analysis

● But correlation does not imply causation! Beware!

● We are focused on strength of relationships only

● A correlation between variables does not automatically 
mean that the change in one variable is the cause of 
the change in the values of the other variables

● A causal relation between two variables exists if the 
occurrence of the first variables causes the other 
variable to change - know the difference!



Correlation 
Analysis

Analytics
Overview



Informed consentAnalyzing Correlation Results: 4 Methods

Scatter Diagram 
Method

Based on the study of graphs, the 
values for each pair of a variable 
is plotted on a graph and 
observed for degree of 
correlation denoted as “r”

● Simplest method to study the 
correlation - observational

● The more points scattered over 
the chart, the lower the  
correlation 

● The more the points plotted are 
closer to the line, the higher is 
the degree of correlation

Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient

Mathematical method  used to 
calculate the degree and 
direction of the relationship 
between linear related variables

● The most extensively used 
quantitative method to measure 
correlation

● Denoted as ‘“r”
● Correlation always lies between 

-1, 0 +1 
● Variables and linear & 

independent of each other

Spearman Rho

Is a non-parametric test used to 
measure the strength of association 
between two variables
r = +1 means a perfect positive 
correlation and the value r = -1 means a 
perfect negative correlation.

● Also known as Spearman rank 
correlation , the test does not 
carry any assumptions about the 
distribution of the data

● Substitute all values with their 
ranks - based on # of responses

● Spearman's rho test uses ordinal 
data so show preference 

Method of 
Least Squares

Mathematical method that tells 
the degree of correlation 
between the variables by using 
the square root of the product of 
two regression coefficient

● Square root of  x on y and y on x

● AKA Line of Best Fit

● Calculate the mean of the x 
values and the mean of the y 
values



Best Practices 
Setting up to 

Correlation 
Analysis
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Use close-ended question types 
All QuestionPro close ended questions can be used for 
correlation analysis and calculated using Spearman Rho  

Keep track of a logic skip patterns used 
within the survey

Keep questions simple to reference for 
analytics

Keep answer options short - if possible

Is this an ongoing or short-term project? 
Track changes of correlation results over time for ongoing 
projects



Demo

 Correlation 
Analysis



Example 
Correlation 

Analysis

2018 Market Research Trend Survey by QuestionPro

- Wanted to know people’s thoughts on buzzwords and trends that 
impact the market research industry

- What’s most important for their business in 2018
- Had 598 views, 171 started, 110 completed = 64% completion rate



Correlation 
Analysis

Steps

Create survey in QuestionPro 
with best practices noted in 
slide 14, field survey to 
desired respondent 
population



Analyze given data using 
QuestionPro Tools or other 
Analytic tools such as SPSS, etc.

Correlation 
Analysis

Steps



Correlation 
Analysis

Steps

● Select Reports > Advanced > Correlation Analysis

● Select First and Second Question to be used for correlation 

analysis

● OR - select Correlate All Questions

● Click “Generate Spearman Coefficient”



Informed consentAnalyzing Results: Correlation Analysis

Results show a positive correlation (+0.15) between market researchers who are interested in 
watching market research trends (51% very interested) and their feelings about market research 
buzzwords (50% says buzzword trends haven’t arrived, but still on its way).



Informed consentAnalyzing Results: Correlation Analysis

Highest positive correlation between market researchers who wishes to improve building 
relationships and increase engagement with their customers (+0.72)

Lowest negative correlation is between the researchers who watch market research trends and 
their wish to improve their level of engagement with their customers (-0.26).



Correlation Analysis  measures the 

strength of association and its direction

Correlation does not imply causation! 

But it can point  market researchers 
towards better questions to ask
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QuestionPro uses Spearman Rho to 

calculate correlation coefficient, but data 

can downloaded to analyze using other 

correlation methodologies

3

Get started with a QuestionPro 

license - Available on Corporate 

license and higher
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Recap & Next Steps 



Thank You!Thank You!

Q & A Session

esther.lavielle@questionpro.com


